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Outline

• Balanced growth
• Imbalances and challenges
• Solutions
Growth Strategy 2011-2015
*to match the changing economic environment

5 key attributes:

- Sustainable
- Innovative
- Inclusive
- Balanced
- Secure

Why China?

G20 + APEC → Balanced Growth
Balanced Growth Priorities:

- Encourage balanced growth *within* economies
- Facilitate growth through infrastructure development
- Encourage balanced growth *across* economies

Imbalances and challenges to be addressed

- Structural imbalances
- Connectivity imbalances
- Integration imbalances
Solution 1

Structural economic imbalances → Promotion of Reforms under Ecotech Mandate

Solution 2

Connectivity imbalances → Framework on Connectivity, MYP etc.
Solution 3

Integration Imbalances $\rightarrow$ FTAAP

Conclusion

Balanced growth through *infrastructure* development

Balanced growth *within* economies through structural reforms

Balanced growth *across* economies through macroeconomic policies and REI

*Balanced Growth*
Thank you!